
Canola bid at the spot month is 

worth $9.37 in your pocket. 
 

Different Deferral Costs exist for 

different months of the year as: 
 

1. Time Value of Money 

2. Infrastructure Costs 

 3. Grain Conditioning Costs 

4. Grain Storage Risk 

5. Seasonal Logistics and 

6. Pricing Risk 
 

 … all conspire to create a unique 

Cost of Carry structure for each 

month that grain is held. 
 

After factoring these costs 

cumulatively, value can be seen 

for Feb delivery at $9.45. 
 

There are costs to storing grain. Some are more 
tangible than others are but they all exist in some 
fashion and they are all paid eventually. 
 
A producer knows that at the same price, grain 
sold off the combine is farm more valuable to him 
than grain held for 6-10 months before it moves. 
 
The purpose of Deferred “Real” Values is to help 
determine how much more valuable it is, and what 
Deferred Delivery months present good pricing 
value as the marketing campaign progresses. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEST VALUE IS 

$9.45 
FEB DELIVERY 
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A FEB CONTRACT 

IS $9.55 
MINUS 10C OF 

“REAL” COSTS 
 

 

  

 

SPOT BID IS 

$9.37 

DEC DELIVERY 

The carry in the market  

often offsets these deferred 

costs.  Thus, we know we are 

on the right track with our 

Deferred “Real” Pricing 

assumptions. 
 

But from time to time,  

attractive Deferred pricing 

values present themselves and 

The Deferred “Real” Pricing 

model helps keeps us apprised 

of such situations. 

 

 

 

Canola Edition 
 



Durum bid at the spot month is 

worth $11.37 in your pocket. 
 

Different Deferral Costs exist for 

different months of the year as: 
 

1. Time Value of Money 

2. Infrastructure Costs 

 3. Grain Conditioning Costs 

4. Grain Storage Risk 

5. Seasonal Logistics and 

6. Pricing Risk 
 

 … all conspire to create a unique 

Cost of Carry structure for each 

month that grain is held. 
 

After factoring these costs 

cumulatively, value can be seen 

For Jan delivery at $11.38. 
 

There are costs to storing grain. Some are more 
tangible than others are but they all exist in some 
fashion and they are all paid eventually. 
 
A producer knows that at the same price, grain 
sold off the combine is farm more valuable to him 
than grain held for 6-10 months before it moves. 
 
The purpose of Deferred “Real” Values is to help 
determine how much more valuable it is, and what 
Deferred Delivery months present good pricing 
value as the marketing campaign progresses. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEST VALUE IS 

$11.38 
JAN DELIVERY 
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A JAN CONTRACT 

IS $11.42 

MINUS 4C OF 

“REAL” COSTS 
 

 

  

 

SPOT BID IS 

$11.37 

DEC DELIVERY 

The carry in the market  

often offsets these deferred 

costs.  Thus, we know we are 

on the right track with our 

Deferred “Real” Pricing 

assumptions. 
 

But from time to time,  

attractive Deferred pricing 

values present themselves and 

The Deferred “Real” Pricing 

model helps keeps us apprised 

of such situations. 

 

Durum Edition 
 



Durum bid at the spot month is 

worth $5.27 in your pocket. 
 

Different Deferral Costs exist for 

different months of the year as: 
 

1. Time Value of Money 

2. Infrastructure Costs 

 3. Grain Conditioning Costs 

4. Grain Storage Risk 

5. Seasonal Logistics and 

6. Pricing Risk 
 

 … all conspire to create a unique 

Cost of Carry structure for each 

month that grain is held. 
 

After factoring these costs 

cumulatively, value can be seen 

for Oct delivery at $5.80. 
 

Wheat bid at the spot month is 

worth $6.06 in your pocket. 
 

Different Deferral Costs exist for 

different months of the year as: 
 

1. Time Value of Money 

2. Infrastructure Costs 

 3. Grain Conditioning Costs 

4. Grain Storage Risk 

5. Seasonal Logistics and 

6. Pricing Risk 
 

 … all conspire to create a unique 

Cost of Carry structure for each 

month that grain is held. 
 

After factoring these costs 

cumulatively, value can be seen 

for Apr delivery at $6.24. 
 

 

There are costs to storing grain. Some are more 
tangible than others are but they all exist in some 
fashion and they are all paid eventually. 
 
A producer knows that at the same price, grain 
sold off the combine is farm more valuable to him 
than grain held for 6-10 months before it moves. 
 
The purpose of Deferred “Real” Values is to help 
determine how much more valuable it is, and what 
Deferred Delivery months present good pricing 
value as the marketing campaign progresses. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEST VALUE IS 

$5.80 
OCT DELIVERY 
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AN OCT CONTRACT 

IS $5.85 

MINUS 5C OF 

“REAL” COSTS 
 

  

  

 

SPOT BID IS 

$5.27 

SEP DELIVERY 

The carry in the market  

often offsets these deferred 

costs.  Thus, we know we are 

on the right track with our 

Deferred “Real” Pricing 

assumptions. 
 

But from time to time,  

attractive Deferred pricing 

values present themselves and 

The Deferred “Real” Pricing 

model helps keeps us apprised 

of such situations. 

BEST VALUE IS 

$6.24 
APR DELIVERY 
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AN APR CONTRACT 

IS $6.41 

MINUS 17C OF 

“REAL” COSTS 
 

 

  

 

SPOT BID IS 

$6.06 
DEC DELIVERY 

The carry in the market  

often offsets these deferred 

costs.  Thus, we know we are 

on the right track with our 

Deferred “Real” Pricing 

assumptions. 
 

But from time to time,  

attractive Deferred pricing 

values present themselves and 

The Deferred “Real” Pricing 

model helps keeps us apprised 

of such situations. 

 

Wheat Edition 
 


